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Built and occupied by Senior, it burned down in ; Golf House at Lakewood, New Jersey - The former
three-story clubhouse for the elite Ocean County Hunt and Country Club , which Senior bought in to play golf
on its golf course; The Casements - A three-story house at Ormond Beach in Florida, where Senior spent his
last winters, from until his death; 10 West Fifty-fourth Street - A nine-story single family home, the former
residence of Junior before he shifted to Park Avenue , and the largest residence in New York City at the time,
it was the home for the five young brothers. Legacy[ change change source ] A trademark of the dynasty over
its plus years has been the remarkable unity it has maintained, despite major divisions that developed in the
late s, and unlike other rich families such as the DuPonts and the Mellons. A primary reason has been the
lifelong efforts of "Junior" to not only cleanse the name from the opprobrium stemming from the ruthless
practices of Standard Oil , but his tireless efforts to forge family unity even as he allowed his five sons to
operate independently. This was partly achieved by regular brothers and family meetings, but it was also
because of the high value placed on family unity by first Nelson and John 3rd, and later especially with David.
Summing up a predominant view amongst the international philanthropic world, although one poorly grasped
by the public, one sentence of this statement read: The family members know the most powerful politicians,
royalty, public figures, and chief businessmen. Fred Bergsten , Peter G. In , the family was presented with the
Honor Award from the National Building Museum for four generations worth of preserving and creating some
of the U. It now houses multi-purpose classrooms and departmental offices for political science, philosophy
and math; The Rockefeller Hall - Established by Senior and completed in , this is the oldest building on the
campus of Spelman College ; The Rockefeller College - Named after John D. Rockefeller Park, a scenic park
featuring gardens dedicated to several world nations along Martin Luther King, Jr. The educational center with
conference and lodging facilities is located on Petit Jean Mountain near Morrilton, Arkansas, on the original
grounds of Gov. He also funded the notable excavations at Luxor in Egypt, as well as establishing a Classical
Studies School in Athens. In addition, he provided the funding for the construction of the Palestine
Archaeological Museum in East Jerusalem - the Rockefeller Museum. Historically, the major focus of their
benefactions have been in the educational, health and conservation areas. Family leaders in both philanthropy
and business have included John D. Another noted family member was Michael Rockefeller , son of Nelson
Rockefeller, an anthropologist who came to media attention after he was presumed killed in New Guinea in
The corporate, financial and personal affairs of the family - numbering around blood relatives of John D.
Rockefeller - are run from the family office , Room , known officially as "Rockefeller Family and Associates".
Room is also the base of the current family historian, Peter J. Many if not all of these family members are
involved in institutionalized philanthropic pursuits. Family get-togethers are held today at the "Playhouse", in
the Westchester County family estate of Pocantico, in June the "cousins weekend" and December of each year
see Kykuit.
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Rockefeller e suo fratello William Rockefeller in primo luogo attraverso la Standard Oil. Rockefeller e
William Rockefeller, co-fondatori della Standard Oil. The Life of John D. Warner Books, , p. Mines, Money,
and U. Policy in the Congo Crisis, David N. Gibbs, University of Chicago Press, , p. Bibliografia Modifica
Abels, Jules. The Macmillan Company, Medicine and Capitalism in America. University of California Press,
Collier, Peter, and David Horowitz. Rockefeller and John D. The Story of Rockefeller and His Times.
Harcourt, Brace and Company, The Story of the Rockefeller Foundation. Transaction Publishers, Reprint,
Chapters in My Life. The Free Press, Legacy of the Ludlow Massacre: A Chapter in American Industrial
Relations. University of Pennsylvania Press, The Rockefellers at Williamsburg: The Rockefeller University
Achievements: A Century of Science for the Benefit of Humankind, The Rockefeller University Press, Harr,
John Ensor, and Peter J. An American Family in Public and in Private. The Founding Father of the
Rockefellers. Pioneering in Big Business: Rockefeller Money and the Rise of Modern Science. The Federal
Reserve Conspiracy and the Rockefellers: The Woman in the Family. Kessinger Publishing, [] Reprint, The
Rich and the Super-Rich: A Study in the Power of Money Today. A Rockefeller Family Portrait: Little,
Brown, and Company, The Heroic Age of American Enterprise. Rockefeller, Industrialist and Philanthropist.
The Epic of Rockefeller Center. The Life of Nelson A. Worlds to Conquer The Rockefeller Family Home:
Abbeville Publishing Group, Rockefeller, Henry Oscar, ed. Random Reminiscences of Men and Events. The
Art of Rockefeller Center. Norton and Company, Private Wealth and Public Life: Johns Hopkins University
Press, Dynasty of Piety, Privacy, and Service. The History of the Standard Oil Company. Catalyst for
Conservation, Washington, D.
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Artikel bewerten Philanthropies funded by the Rockefeller family have been prominent in the social history of
the twentieth century for their involvement in medicine and applied science. This book provides the first
detailed study of their relatively brief but nonetheless influential foray into the field of mathematics. The
careers of a generation of pathbreakers in modern mathematics, such as S. This account draws upon the
documented evaluation processes behind these personal and institutional involvements of philanthropies. It not
only sheds light on important events in the history of mathematics and physics of the 20th century but also
analyzes the comparative developments of mathematics in Europe and the United States. Several of the
documents are given in their entirety as significant witnesses to the gradual shift of the centre of world
mathematics to the USA. This shift was strengthened by the Nazi purge of German and European mathematics
after to which the Rockefeller Foundation reacted with emergency programs that subsequently contributed to
the American war effort. The general historical and political background of the events discussed in this book is
the mixture of competition and cooperation between the various European countries and the USA after World
War I, and the consequences of the Nazi dictatorship after Ideological positions of both the philanthropists
and mathematicians mattered heavily in that process. Cultural bias in the selection of fellows and of
disciplines supported, and the economic predominance of American philanthropy, led among other things to a
restriction of the programs to Europe and America, to an uneven consideration of European candidates, and to
preferences for Americans. Political self-isolation of the Soviet Union contributed to an increasing alienation
of that important mathematical culture from Western mathematics. By focussing on a number of national
cultures the investigation aims to represent a step toward a true inter-cultural comparison in mathematics. May
Prize for History of Mathematics ausgezeichnet. The Journal of the London Mathematical Society.
Anti-Semitism as an Example for Political Resentments. The Restricted Power of the Advisors: Especially
Besicovitch, Lusin, and Kolmogorov. The Guggenheim Fellowship Program Since The Mathematical
Institute in Djursholm Sweden: A Case of Rockefeller Help Refused. The Rockefeller Emergency Programs
and Mathematics. A Memo by English Mathematician G. Hardy Asking for Support for a New Journal
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